
Practice: RAFT 

 

Purpose:  RAFT provides students with an alternative way to show they know how to apply 

newly learned knowledge.  It involves writing from a specific point of view to an authentic 

audience using a variety of formats and tasks. 

 

Process: 

 

Explain to students that all writers need to consider four components of every composition:  the 

role of the writer, the audience, the format of the writing, and the task or the purpose for writing.  

Share a model. 

 

R Role of the writer – who are 

you? 

Principal Beethoven Human Heart 

A Audience – to whom are you 

writing? 

Parent News Editor Surgeon 

F Format – what form will your 

writing take? 

Letter News Article Journal 

T Task – what is your purpose in 

writing? 

Persuade a parent 

to allow a 

student to be a 

foreign exchange 

student 

Announce a new 

sonata to the 

public 

Outline the parts 

of the heart for a 

new surgeon 

 

Example of a RAFT for Math 

 

R = a point (the writer is a mathematical point) 

 

A = teacher (the point is writing to a geometry teacher) 

 

F = letter (the point is writing a letter to a geometry teacher) 

 

T = convince the math teacher that points have important functions 

 
 
Dear Mrs. Havens: 

 

     I am Pete, the point.  I am one point of an endless number of points in space.  Every single geometric figure is 

made up of us.  Many people think of the point as a small part of geometry because we are so little.  Though we are 

little, we are one of the most important factors of our world of geometry.  Without me and all other points, there 

would be no geometric figures.  We are their building blocks.  Though all lines are drawn with one solid mark, in 

reality, a line is an endless set of points going in opposite directions.  A sphere is a figure with all points at an equal 

distance from a center point like me. 

 

     So please, tell your students about us points.  It troubles me when many students think of us as unimportant 

specks in space.  Help your students get the point!  Thank you. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Pete O. Point 

 



Examples of RAFT Assignments 

ROLE AUDIENCE FORMAT TASK 

News Reporter Readers in 1870s Obituary Qualities of General Custer 

Lawyer U. S. Supreme Court Appeal Speech Dred Scott Decision 

Abraham Lincoln Dear Abby Letter Frustrations with his 

generals 

Frontier Woman Self Diary Hardships in the west 

Constituent U. S. Senator E-Mail Continue affirmative action 

Taco Other tacos Travel Guide Journey through the 

digestive system 

Square Root Whole Number Love Letter Explain their relationship 

Repeating Decimal Set of Rational 

Numbers 

Petition Prove you belong to the set 

Lungs Cigarettes Complaint Effect of smoking 

Huck Finn Jim Eulogy What I learned from you 

about life… 

Joseph Stalin George Orwell Book Review Reaction to Animal Farm 

Comma Sentences Job Description How I might help you 

communicate more 

effectively 

Trout Polluters Text Message Effects of polluting streams 

and rivers 

Plant Sun Thank You Note Thank the sun for its role in 

your growth 

Zebra Zoo Keeper Directions Detail your care and feeding 

needs 

Music Store Owner New Employee Memo Share what kind of math the 

new employee will use in the 

store 

8
th

 Grade Teacher New 8
th

 Grade Students Guidelines A list of tips for succeeding 

in class 

Dice Gamblers Warning Label Explain the probability of 

throwing a winning 

combination 

Gatsby Readers Last journal 

entry 

Explain what you might 

have done differently in your 

life 

    

 

    

 

Adapted from Classroom Strategies for Interactive Learning by Doug Buehl 

 

How can you use RAFT in your content area to extend students’ learning? 


